
 

 
 

 
AGENDA ITEM NO:  12 

 

  
Report To: 

 
Policy & Resources Committee 

 
Date:          

 
18 November 2014 

 

      
 Report By:  Chief Financial Officer Report No:  2014/P&R/AP/19  
      
 Contact Officer: Alan Puckrin Contact No:  01475 712223  

    
 Subject: 2015/17 Revenue Budget - Update  
   
   
   

1.0 PURPOSE  
   

1.1 The purpose of this report is to provide Committee with an update on the 2015/17 Revenue 
Budget and to advise Committee of the £10million savings options produced by the Corporate 
Management Team which are recommended for wider consultation. 

 

   
   

2.0 SUMMARY  
   

2.1 On 30 September 2014, the Policy & Resources Committee approved a Revenue Budget 
Strategy on the basis of an estimated £7million funding shortfall over the period 2015/17.  It was 
agreed as part of this strategy that Officers would bring back £10million of savings options for 
Members to consider prior to commencing a period of consultation. 

 

   
2.2 On 9 October 2014, the Cabinet Secretary for Finance and Sustainable Growth, John Swinney, 

announced details of the 2015/16 Revenue Budget Settlement for local authorities.  Appendix 1 
is the letter Mr Swinney sent to the Leader of CoSLA and it contains a number of conditions 
linked to Councils receiving the full revenue settlement.  Specifically, it confirms that the Council 
Tax freeze is to continue for 2015/16 as is the need to secure a place for all probationary 
teachers who require one under the Teachers Induction Scheme. It should be noted that the 
teacher numbers condition which has been in place for a number of years has been temporarily 
suspended pending discussions between local authorities, the Government and other interested 
groups. 

 

   
2.3 As approved at the 30 September Policy & Resources Committee, the Corporate Management 

Team have produced a list of possible savings which are estimated to generate approximately 
£10million of savings by 2016/17.  These savings have been grouped together and summarised 
over five corporate themes, and are contained in Appendix 2.  If approved by Committee, the 
next step would be to enter into detailed consultation with those employee groups potentially 
impacted and also use Appendix 2 as a key part of the budget consultation exercise approved 
at the 30 September meeting. 

 

   
2.4 Paragraph 6.6 highlights the main areas of remaining uncertainty about the 2016/17 budgetary 

position.  This uncertainty needs to be borne in mind when considering the savings proposals in 
Appendix 2. 

 

   
2.5 It is estimated that the Council’s General Fund Reserve will be £6.8million as at 31 March 2016 

on the basis of the assumptions in the approved Budget Strategy.  This is £3.0million in excess 
of the recommended level of General Fund Reserves and it is proposed that decisions in 
respect of the free General Fund Reserves be taken as part of the overall budget in February 
2015. 

 

   
  

 
 
 

 



 
3.0 RECOMMENDATIONS  

   
3.1 It is recommended that the Committee note the contents of the letter from the Cabinet 

Secretary, John Swinney, and note that a decision on whether to comply with these conditions 
will be required as part of the consideration of the overall budget in February 2015. 

 

   
3.2 It is recommended that the Committee consider the savings proposals in Appendix 2 produced 

by the Corporate Management Team and agree that these savings form part of the overall 
budget consultation exercise which is due to commence later this month. 

 

   
3.3 It is recommended that the Committee note that targeted voluntary severance trawls will take 

place, where required, in order to deliver the approved savings. 
 

   
3.4 It is recommended that the Committee agree that any decisions in respect of the surplus 

General Fund Reserves projected as at 31 March 2016 be taken as part of the overall budget 
decision in February 2015. 

 

 
 
 
 
 

Alan Puckrin 
Chief Financial Officer



 
4.0 BACKGROUND  

   
4.1 The Policy & Resources Committee agreed a Revenue Budget Strategy for the period 

2015/17 on 30 September 2014.  Based on a number of assumptions around future Grant 
Settlements, pay awards and budget pressures, it was estimated that the Council faces a 
potential funding gap of £7million by 2016/17. 

 

   
4.2 In light of the extent of this potential funding gap, it was agreed that the Corporate 

Management Team should report back to this Policy & Resources Committee with £10million 
of options for Members to consider prior to engaging in a wide consultation exercise. 

 

   
4.3 There are other reports elsewhere on this agenda relating to other aspects of the budget 

including the 2015/18 Draft Capital Programme, Revenue Budget pressures and the 
Corporate Charging Workstream. 

 

   
   

5.0 2015/16 REVENUE GRANT SETTLEMENT   
   

5.1 On 9 October, the 2015/16 budget was discussed in the Scottish Parliament and on that day 
the Cabinet Secretary for Finance and Sustainable Growth, John Swinney, wrote to the 
Leader of CoSLA outlining the terms of the 2015/16 Government Grant to local authorities.  
The letter is attached as Appendix 1. 

 

   
5.2 

 
 
 
 
 

5.3 

As has been the case for the last eight years, conditions were attached to local authorities 
receiving the full level of grant in 2015/16.  These conditions were that, in order to receive the 
full level of grant, local authorities require to freeze their Council Tax for the eigth year in a 
row.  In addition, local authorities are required to secure a place for all probationers who 
require one under the Teachers Induction Scheme. 
 
Failure to agree to these conditions will result in Councils not receiving their share of the 
£70million Council Tax Freeze Grant which forms part of the overall settlement.  For 
Inverclyde Council it is estimated that this would remove approximately £1.01million from the 
overall Grant Settlement which equates to an approximate 3.0% Council Tax increase. 

 

   
5.4 The letter also confirms that the requirement to maintain teacher numbers has been 

temporarily suspended pending the outcome of detailed negotiations between Councils and 
the Government regarding the production of national outcomes for teaching.  Phase 1 of this 
exercise is due to complete by 1 March and if sufficient progress is not deemed to have been 
made then the requirement for Councils to maintain teacher numbers is likely to be reinstated.  
This needs to be borne in mind when considering any potential savings around teacher 
numbers. 

 

   
5.5 The letter also details a large number of funding streams, some of which have not yet been 

distributed to the Council.  Officers have examined this list and would confirm there is nothing 
on this list of which they were not aware and this should have no net overall impact on the 
savings gap of £7million previously reported. 

 

   
5.6 Finally, the Committee is asked to note that it is not expected that Council’s share of the 

overall Revenue Grant will be confirmed until December. 
 

   
   

6.0 SAVINGS OPTIONS  
   

6.1 As was reported at the last Policy & Resources Committee, the Corporate Management Team 
have been working on a list of potential savings totalling £10million, these savings to be 
achieved by 2016/17.  The Corporate Management Team agreed the distribution of these 
savings in line with that reported to the 30 September Policy & Resources Committee, 
namely: 
 
 

 



 
 Environment, Regeneration & Resources            £1.944million 
 Education, Communities & OD                             £5.203 
 CHCP                                                                   £2.853 

                                                                             £10.0million 
   

6.2 Following the production of long lists, each Directorate went through a Support and Challenge 
process with the Corporate Management Team and thereafter Directorates have been 
refining savings options and these are now presented to Committee today.   

 

   
6.3 There are one hundred and ten detailed savings across the three Directorates, plus one 

corporate saving proposed an increase in employee turnover savings. These one hundred 
and eleven savings have thereafter been distilled into twenty six summary savings where 
similar savings within a Directorate have been grouped together.  Thereafter these Savings 
Summary Sheets have been grouped in line with five corporate themes namely – 

 

  

 a) Efficiency 
b) Delivery Models 
c) Service Redesign 
d) Income & Charges 
e) Reduced Service Provision 

 

   
 Appendix 2 contains the twenty six Savings Summary Sheets and an analysis of how the 

£10million is split up over the five corporate themes. 
 

   
6.4 Committee is asked to note that there are Detailed Sheets for each of the one hundred and 

ten savings and these will be available for discussion over coming weeks as Members 
consider options to balance the 2015/17 Revenue Budget. 

 

   
6.5 Subject to Committee approval that the £10million savings can go forward for consultation, it 

would be the intention of the Corporate Management Team to engage with the Trade Unions 
and those employee groups potentially impacted by the savings.  This consultation is in 
addition to the previously approved extensive external consultation exercise. 

 

   
6.6 It should be noted that there remains a degree of uncertainty of the 2016/17 financial position 

due to a number of factors including the pay award for 2016/17, the Scottish Block Grant from 
Westminster not having been agreed and finally the Scottish Government not setting an 
indicative 2016/17 budget.  It is unlikely that the 2016/17 Scottish Block Grant will be known 
until after the 2015 Autumn Statement and therefore it will be around November 2015 before 
this information is firmed up.  As such it is important that the Committee understand that the 
£7.0 million savings gap estimated is likely to change. 

 

   
   

7.0 GENERAL FUND RESERVES  
   

7.1 It is estimated that the General Fund Reserve balance as at 31 March 2016 will be £6.8million 
on the basis that the assumptions in the Budget Strategy come to fruition.  This is £3.0million 
in excess of the recommended minimum level of General Fund Reserve. 

 

   
7.2 It is proposed that Members agree the use of the £3.0million free reserves as part of the 

overall budget decision in February 2015. 
 

   
   

8.0 IMPLICATIONS  
   
 Finance  
   

8.1 Based on the latest information available it is estimated that the Council will need to fund 
approximately £7.0million in revenue savings by 2016/17 to fully close the estimated budget 
gap. 

 



 Financial Implications:  
One off Costs 
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Required by 2016/17 
 

 

 

   
 Legal  
   

8.2  All savings will be reviewed in detail to ensure the Council can continue to deliver services 
within their statutory obligations. 

 

   
 Human Resources  
   

8.3 Implementation of the £7m of savings will result in changes to the shape and size of the 
workforce. Supporting and developing people through a period of change and innovation will 
be a major priority and as outlined in the report, a number of the proposals will involve the 
voluntary release of a number of staff across a range of service areas. Active and ongoing 
consultation and engagement will be maintained throughout the process with Trade Union 
and relevant workforce groups.  The Council has a Redundancy Policy, however as has been 
the case in previous years, a key objective is to avoid the need for compulsory redundancies, 
if at all possible. 

 

   
 Equalities  
   

8.4 Individual Equality Impact Assessments are ongoing for each of the detailed savings which 
require one.  These will be completed by February 2015. 

 

   
 Repopulation  
   

8.5 Budget reduction of this scale will undoubtedly impact on some of the services offered by the 
Council and the impact of these savings on the repopulation agenda will form part of their 
consideration. 

 

   
   

9.0   CONSULTATIONS  
   

9.1 The Corporate Management Team have had initial discussions with the Trade Unions via the 
Joint Budget Group regarding the long list of savings and these discussions will continue in 
the period up to the consideration of the 2015/17 budget. 

 

   
9.2 Consultation with the community and stakeholders is due to commence later this month in line 

with the previously approved report. 
 

   
   

10.0 BACKGROUND PAPERS  
   

10.1 Savings Detailed Sheets.  
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